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I. INTRODUCTION

The observations on which this work is based were begun 
in 1932** At first they concerned almost exclusively, and later 
always still preferably the wolf packs the Basel Zoo accommo
dated until 19 t̂2«

The systematic study of the behaviour of these wolves - 
their social behaviour particularly - extended over several years* 
Distinguishing that, which is in accordance with laws, from that 
which is coincidental and caused by the specific conditions of 
accommodation, made it necessary to extend the observations.
And so, in 1939 the wolves and the pair of dingoes of the Zurich 
Zoo were given attention, in Basel the groups of jackals, foxes 
and raccoon dogs, further at Eigergletscher Station a stock of 
arctic dogs (German Polarhund, also called Kamchatka laika; 
Trnsltr.), and finally domestic dogs under the most varying con
ditions. Other mammals kept in groups also provided an oppor
tunity for valuable comparisons, particularly large predators 
and apes. ' •

Researching the behaviour of higher mammals - of the 
wolf for example - presents considerable difficulties, with 
regard to the observation as well as to the presentation of the 
facts observed. Two circumstances are primarily responsible 
for this:

-  2 -
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1. One witnesses the occurrences in an emotional affiliation 
as something very "understandable", and experiences diffi
culty in grasping their course objectively. "When we witness 
great agitation, then our sympathy is aroused to such an ex
tent, that we forget or that it becomes almost impossible for 
us to undertake careful observation" - this is how DARWIN 
(1877, p. 11; translated back from German; Trnsltr.) charac

terizes this experience.

2. Even when we are succesful in overcoming this difficulty, 
then the descriptive picturing of the observations turns out 
to be a possibly even greater problem. While with insects, 
fishes, and partly even with birds one is successful in to a 
great extent objectively describing and naming the phenomena 
of their life together, due to their relatively clear and 
simultaneously alien-feeling configuration, and in accordance 
with the form in which they occur, for the higher mammals we 
have to depend on a system of concepts of scintillating am
biguity: the one in use in the community of man.' In it, form 
of behaviour and function, as well as what is subjectively 
experienced'- feelings, aspirations - are frequently indicated 
with one and the same word.

It must, therefore, be considered an important task of 
behaviour research, to unequivocally and objectively name (or:
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designate; Trnsltr.) the phenomena of social cohabitation.
For individual phenomena - ''overawing” (or: forcibly impressing; 
(Trnsltr.) - "threatening” - "mating ritual" ("Balzen"; Trnsltr.), 
this has already been done. With regard to the richness of social 
relationships) among the higher mammals, this beginning is still 
very meagre, however.

I consider it unavoidably necessary for this work to 
definitely to determine the term "Ausdruck" (= expression, here 
rendered as "behaviour"; Trnsltr.), which is central here. I 
designate as "Ausdruck" the function of structures, the "biolo
gical purpose" of which it is to help guide (steer, control; T.) 
the life together, by means of influencing the mood or by trig
gering reactions. A specific kind of such structures, extremely . 
accessible to functional analysis, was first shown in birds by 
HEINROTH and LORENZ, was analyzed and introduced in the literature 
of animal psychology as "triggering actions" (Ausldser). It is 
now known, that particularly among reptiles, fishes and insects 
the principle of the "triggering action" is widespread. No doubt, 
however, more complicated possibilities of inter-individual 
inter-action also exist; this applies very particularly to the 
more highly organized mammals.

It seems to me that on the one nknd hand the definition - 
of "Ausdruck" suggested here comprises everything which in biology
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is subjectively called "behaviour”, and on the other hand that 
it is definitely usable biSLogically, because it - being purely 
functionally oriented - would permit soonest to comprise the 
multiplicity of behaviour phenomena with regard to form and 

genetics.

I shall attempt to somewhat reflect this multiplicity, 

in dividing the behaviour phenomena into:

1. peripheral behaviour structures
- to these belong optically active characteristics of shape 

and colour ("coat"), organs and areas oj. smell, characte
ristics of the surface of the body which when touched af
fect the organs of perception of the skin -

2. Dispositions of non-directed behaviour processes
- non-directed, i.e. not oriented toward any one thing among 

the surroundings, are greatly varying behaviour phenomena, 
governed by excitement, such as bristling of hair and feath
ers, changes irr colour, variations in the secretion of skin 
•glands, pupil reactions, and further non-directed movements
of the limbs (pawing the ground, trembling, quivering), 
changes in the breathing rhythm, part of the sounding be

haviour, etc. .

3. Dispositions of directed behaviour actions
- due to their "being addressed" and to the apparent total

-  5 -
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total participation of the subject, such movements are felt 
to be (or: are experienced as; Trnsltr.) actual actions; 
closer study of them is one of the main aims of this work.
As examples, ve mention threatening attitudes (or: positions; 
Trnslr.), feint attacks, invitations to play,. caressing 

gestures, etc.

We are, of course, not dealing here with things which 
are different in principle, peripheral behaviour structures 
can render effective non-directed behaviour processes, and to
gether with these, directed behaviour actions. A sharp delimi
tation of the three behaviour strata, the one from the other, 
cannot even be exhaustively carried out if one forgets about 
their functional correlations. Ostensibly, however, from the 
function of the peripheral structures via the non-directed pro
cesses toward the directed actions, the degree of participation 
of the central-nervous system or the degree of psychic control 
respectively, and consequently the pskychological'’level“ in

creases decisively..

In accordance with the functional delimitation of the 
behaviour phenomenon to be undertaken here, the observed behaviour 
expressions of captured wolves are not to be pictured here in 
their relationship to how they are subjectively experienced; 
rather it is attempted to see these expressions in their social

. . / 7
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function, i.e. related to the overall complex of phenomena of 
their life together (or: of their society; Trnsltr#). Therefore, 
our attention must first of all be directed toward the more 
important laws of their society#

II.ON THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE WOLF (^

A. The Annual Change of Society

Thorough studies concerning the sociology of the wolf 
when living in freedom do not exist, although the animal books 
by THOMPSON-SETON, JACK LONDON, ASLAGSSON and others present an 
approximate picture. In the detailed work by YOUNG & GOLDMAN 
(19Mf) on the North-American wolf, one misses an actual treat
ment of the sociology. In view of the partly contradictory 
data (or: statements; Trnsltr., assertions), of the various 
authorities, this lacuna is particularly noticeable. .

An annual cycle governs the social phenomena, wioh one 
beginning of winter, the forming of packs begins. Howling in. 
chorus, wandering and hunting together and soon also rivalries 
concerning leadership and sex partner characterize this phase. 
During all this, the pack becomes a closed (= exclusive) society. 
Its centre is formed by a she—wolf, probably the only adult one 
in the pack, and the male "leader-wolfn. Whether the isolation 
of adult she-wolves from each other is governed by rivalries,

. . /8
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just what course these might run, and what effect they have on 
formation of the packs, is not known. Lead-wolf and she-wolf - 
at first within the framework of the pack - gradually more 
clearly begin to form a couple, then segregate themselves toward 
the end of winter, and occupy a family preserve during the summer. 
Unpaired, weaker males and young animals still stay together 
for quite some time in small packs. In an out of the way place, 
each couple digs a cavern with den in the ground, of appr. 3 

meters long, and raises its offspring there.

In contrast with- the smaller living area, the bigger 
hunting area of a couple is hardly defended against other members 
of the species. It seems, that marking of the territory with 
urine, which is practiced primarily by the male, does not have 
an"intolerant" character, but sooner constitutes a peaceful form 
of establishing contact among neighbours. The conclusion of this
summer phase, and at the same time of the annual life cycle,

1 )is formed by the young wolves becoming independent.

1 ) From the aforementioned work by YOUNG & GOLDMAN (19^) derives 
another complete different possibility of socialization: the parent 
animals live in monogamous permanent marriage as the centre of a 
strictly closed family with its own preserve. This comprises the 
young animals up to the time they have reached the ability to oro- 
pagate, so that consequently a family or a pack respectively 
comprises "generally a pair of wolves and their yearling or 
two-year-old offspring" (p. 120).



A comparison with domestic dogs in primitive circum
stances - Eskimo dogs, street dogs - supplements this picture.
To be sure, for the males the annual sexual cycle has become 
obliterated. Further, according to oral statements by TINBERGEN, 
among the Eskimo dogs the pack organization - probably as a 

result of living closely together forced by man - remains in ex
istence the whole year through, and these closed societies de
fend group territories of their own. Under such circumstances, 
it does not come to the raising of the young by couples; the 
female dog alone looks after this, digging a burrow to have them 
in, in the manner of the wolf. The males, on the other hand, 
permanently belong to the pack, not to the family. They even 
endanger the brood, since - according to TINBERGEN - they fre
quently attempt to eat newborn pups. The fact that the closed 
societies last the whole year through is capable of having a 
fateful effect on larger young animals as well, since their non
directed need to join, such as generally occurs in young dogs, 
can lead to-clashes with the closed neighbouring packs. On be
coming adult, this youthful need is then met' by active exclusive 
belonging to his own closed society.

In the Basel Zoological Gardens, where since 1931+ 1 had
the opportunity to observe 2 wolf packs kept successively, up to
10 wolves were kept together in-a small area - about 10 m x 20 m

*

of floor space. Although the mood cycle became clearly apparent

-  9 -
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in the course of the year, the conditions under which they 
were kept prevented the biologically normal course of the 
change of societies. Every winter, the living together became 
more intensive, viz. first of all by way of an increase in the 
friendly relationships. Subsequently fierce rivalries followed 
among the individuals of the same sex, and the formation of 
couples. The keeping together of each pair, very particularly 
the attachment of the male - i.e. of the lead-wolf - to his she- 
wolf even after -ther mating time, became clear time and again; 
segregation by the pair, however, was made impossible by the way 
in which they were kept. Accordingly, all individuals remained 
bound together the whole year through to a structured society.

With considerable pack size it came to a division of 
the society into sub-groups, but still - probably also as a 
result of the limited space - this was never completely unequi
vocal. Actual division of the space 'into group territories did 
not take place either. On the contrary, this as a whole was 

. regularly defended by the whole pack, more or less actively, 
against the keeper.

Now here I would like to recall to mind, in short, the 
way of life of watchdogs. The whole year through, they defend 
family territories. A certain contact among neighbours does exist, 
however, and becomes particularly clear in the depositing of

W
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urine (squirsing of urine), and in the nightly melodical howl- 
bo.ikingj which is frequently answered all around,

now dxfieren^ the lorms of social relationship, here
outlined in short, may be, still to me they seem to indicate
the same social inclinations. In extreme cases, the external
living conditions are capable of shaping the structured, closed
society, as it occurs among the'wild wolves - during the winter,
into a permanent system, and/or to effect the life on the family
or individual preserve, such as led by the wild wolves during 
the summer.

The elasticity of the social inclinations of the wolf 
is notewortny, and we snail encounter this fact repeatedly,

B. ON THE STRUCTURES OF THE WOLF SOCIETIES IN THE 3ASSL 
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

- 1 1 -

Up to now, only a few vertebrate animal societies have 
been tnoroughly researched; but surely one can state, that the 
most important characteristic, really the basis of most struc
tured societies is a social order of rank (or: order of prece
dence, hierarchy; Trnsltr.). It is true that according to CAR
PENTER (193V, p. 99) such a thing hardly appears amon g the 
free-living howler monkeys, although their hordes,' with regard 
to leadership, avoidance of the enemy and defence of the group

. ./12



territory, definitely appear to be organized* But otherwise 
too, it must not be overlooked that among the individual spe
cies of animals, orders of rank of a special character, specific
to the species, manifest themselves.

This applies to the wolf too. Since the predominant
number of its behaviour expressions - as social association

sense
ceremonials - seem to make^only from the point of view of their 
overall society, bound up in time and over and beyond the indi
vidual, mentioning the most characteristic features of the order 
of rank among wolves is .indispensable.

The societies observed by me - insofar as both sexes were 
represented in them by more than one animal - showed two sex
orders of rank. The all-winter phase of violent rivalries, 
which followed the closer social togetherness, was already men
tioned. We must now add to this, however, that only among members 
of the same sex does, it come to these strained relations - and 
finally to a settling down of the situation, to a social order.

The orders of rank for the two sexes govern the overall 
life of the pack, but primarily they are decisive with regard 
to possession of the "sexual rights". A female and a male make 
their way as the top animals in their social orders and, as 
the peerless animals in their societies, they form a couple.
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Among them, there are no questions or disputes of rank, although 
instances of slight friction of a diffdrent nature ("jealousy)'* 
are not infrequent. 3y means of unremitting checking and sup
pression of any and all rivals (of the same sex), these two
* 2 qC jLctl
"alpha-animals u preserve their^positions. Only in the urst 
pack, to which there belonged only one female - without a rival J 
- did I observe that she participated in the suppression of the

one ranking male in favour 01 the other one.
The social orders of rank in the wolf pack are positively 

nothing definite or clarified, they are sooner-a state of equi- 
librium among uninterruptedly interacting forces.

The seasonally governed changes in mood and variations 
in packs and living conditions disturb the equilibrium, and often 
cause the rivalries to flare up to their full extent. Through 
all these fluctuations, every new social situation leads to 
newly established rank situations, or new configurations m  them. 
The orders of rank among wolves are tied_in ,with_(their) sltuations.

Every adult wolf has an ever-ready "expansionary force", 
a tendency to enlarge (increase) - nos just a personal•oer^ito±y, 
but his own social freedom of behaviour, and to suppress his 
social companions of the same sex. This is matched by an always 
keen interest in all socially significant goings-on within the  ̂
pack. Battles of rank particularly are never the "private affair"

/illa e /
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of two individuals; the whole society participates in them, 
more or less actively. Individual differences in social initi
ative and in the ability to adapt to the situation of the moment 
are very clearly apparent. These are of the greatest signifi
cance for the order of rank of the individual wolf.

From the constellation of forces of the whole society 

there results the order of rank in all its details.

Even though the unstable equilibrium of the order of 
rahLc is not subject to large variations, the position 01 having 
a rank which is not altogether without rights means that con
tinually one has to show what one is wortn. This takes place by 
means of behaviour of the nature of impressing (demonstration 

of social potency) or of threatening { m o u n t i n g ^ - . f a )}_)• 
While in this manner, with relative stability of the 

social relationships,- mutual measuring of strength is limited 
in behaviour to being a "barometer!!, a gauge of potential energy;
on maximum disturbance of the equilibrium, on the other hand, 
a clash of fully released kinetic energies can result, actual 
'battle. Actually, this occurs at most between candidates for 
the alpha-position, and even then in relatively rare cases. In 
general, the usual altercations remain somewhere between, in 
the middle of the two possible extremes (demonstration of rank - 

battle).
. . / i  5
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Those behaviour phenomena which we characterized as
'to.k'i wj aoho'n.

demonstration of social power and as mounting, are not just a 
few nst xsxy xlsxxly sharply outlined behavioural attitudes and 
movements. On the contrary, such behaviour elements appear among 
wolves extremely rich in nuances and in the most greatly varying 
combinations. Always, however, they are only subordinate poster
like constituent parts of complex behaviour actions and action 
consequences. These again cannot be demarcated from the surroun

ding life.

Their whole attitude in life, i.e. the way every i.ndi- 
vidual acts in the common social surroundings is behaviour. The 
surrounding world is involved in the behaviour, is provided 
with socially governed significance components, and in this 
manner attains a new meaning in the "social field of forces".
The order of rank of .the individual is manifested in very defin
ite forms and freedoms of behaviour in the social field of 
forces. These are governed by rank as wrell as also being shapers 

• of rank.
In this way, primarily already the "enjoying of a social 

position" is consequently a kind of demonstration of rank, and 
therefore receptive of rank. Only in the case of variations in 
the social equilibrium are added to these behavioural values 
increased checking (intervention) and threatening, i.e. movements

O ../lo
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of intention toward battle actions. With stronger disturbance 
of the equilibrium, it finally comes to actual battles.

A stable social situation, consequently, (or: clarified
V

order of rank) means low energy expenditure during social con
tacts, and vice versa, a disturbed equilibrium means a high
energy expenditure.

With a balanced rank situation now, the forces in all 
directions are inhibited in their being unfolded to such an 
extent, that the aggressive energies of the initiative-taking 
ranking -wolves cannot be. expended within the framework of rival
ries. In the packs observed, actual "discharge fights", which 
sometimes wrere to be characterized sooner as "idling”, and 
sometimes as "energy flash-over” (see faither below), bore wit
ness to the damming up - of battle energy. These break forth when 
coming up against the slightest resistance, and are let out at 
the weakest individuals in the society. In the form in which 
such reactions occur, there are strong similarities to the cat
ching of pfey:

(89
- a high-ranking one scares a weak one by assuming "ambushing 

position" and then perhaps hurls himself at the scared one -
i

- a high-ranking one sneaks up to an unsuspecting weak one, 
attacks him from behind and bites him in the neck -

') - a high-ranking one attempts to get a weak one, which is

. . / l  7



"desperately" defending itself; his excitement steadily 
increases, and suddenly, in spite of all resistance, he 
throws himself upon his victim - 

- several high-ranking ones, in the highest, suddenly beginning 
battle excitement, hurl themselves at the weakest one - ,

In all these battle actions, however, there also comes 
to light, more or less clearly defined, a touch of rejection 
and enmity, which has a particular trait because of this, that 
in all these actions the attackers belonged to a different race 
of wolves than did the victims. Apart from certain exceptions, 
the former were the more initiative-taking ones among the re
presentatives of a larger race of wolves; the latter, however, 
were the suppressed individuals of a smaller race of wolves

Frequently, the joint attacks by the big wolves, over 
a fairly long time, were directed time and again against the 
self-same animal. In every case, the latter lost to a great ex
tent any significance as a social partner, was robbed of all 
social initiative and under certain circumstances, fatally in
jured In the repeated attacks.

In spite of rivalries and assaults on the weakest 'ones,

1) The term "racen is employed here without claiming that it 
is systematically correct (see III.3).

♦

- 1 7 -
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the wolf packs appeared time and again to be an organic unit.
This becomes clear primarily when the common mood is of a friendly 
nature - when howling in chorus, during general "caressing scenes", 
etc., - or when the whole pack, as'a closed society, closes 
ranks against an"outsider" such as the keeper. Finally, however, 
the society also proves itself as a "mood unit" in rest behaviour, 
in expectation of food, generally in any situation and up to 
the smallest details - not lastly also in the intrasocial 

fighting.

Living conditions in the Zoo are characterized by the 
absence of prey-catching, and by special circumstances with 
regard' to avoidance of enemies; they do not lead without fur
ther ado hov/ever to the forms of unfolding of social forces 
enumerated thus far. Great importance is to be attached parti
cularly to the presence of both sexes in the society, and fur
ther to the size of the pack too.

Rivalries (which are possible exclusively among those 
of the same sex-) become violent only when the two sexes are (90  

present within the society. If further the total number of 
individuals remains small, then all social altercations are 
rarely to be observed. Internal activity is then dominated by 
reactivity in the sense of a tendency toward flight on stimuli 
from the surroundings; the wolves now appear to be -shy.

. . / 1 9
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On the other hand, as soon as the society has a certain 
number of individuals, the behaviour of all with regard to the 
outside world is more sure; "cool" observation, yes even threat
ening to attack characterize their attitude, hardly ever fearful 
shyness and readiness to flight. If, in addition to stimulation 
of the rivalries for reason of the presence of both sexes - 
of which only one must be present in the plural - and to the 
disappearance of flight-related reactivity to the outside - as 
the result of a "basic mood of collective security" - there is 
also the impossibility of active altercations _with the outside 
world - catching of prey, group battles - than the conditions 
for a maximum increase in intrasocial relationships have been met.

This would seem to indicate, that for basic behaviour 
modes of the wolf reaction-specific energy in the strict sense 
does not exist. The "over-jump-motion" (TINBERGEN, IT^O)? or 
better still, the "over-jump-mood",' as compared to more primi
tive mammals, has lost a characteristic property: the measured 
jump from one "course of events" into the other one. The richest 
nuances and possibilities of combinations in all socially sig
nificant occurrences (i.e. In behaviour attitudes) surely cha
racterize, with the wolf, the higher mammals generally.

»/20
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III. PSRIPHERAT. BEHAVIOUR STRUCTURES AND NOW-inRiiCTlJD
RTCHAVTQITR PROCESSES

A. Olfactory behaviour structures.

First of all, let us present here once again what it 
is we want to designate as "peripheral structures": tendencies 
which do not come to light as actions or reactions, but as a 
permanently present "form", which, however, as poster-like 
elements, can be subordinate to certain behaviour reactions, 
or require certain "presentation movements", to become effec
tive as behaviour. The totality of the peripheral behaviour 
structures is the outer body, insofar as it actually partici
pates in behaviour. The behaviour function of these structures 
can be optical and olfactory; in addition, stimuli to the sen

sing organs in the skin also enter the picture.
Here, we are interested first of all in olfactory> ,

stimuli.

The olfactory behaviour functions of a macrosmatic (91
animal like the wolf are surely for a large part situated out
side our direct experience. To a certain extent, we can draw 
conclusions concerning it from the "reception behavioui oi 
the social partners. Actually, the wolves are time and again 
sniffing at one another, at certain places of the body, mis 
occurs not nearly as frequently though as with domestic dogs,

221
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who meet on the street as strangers*
It should not be believed now that the olfactory ex

pression, or its reception respectively, constitutes the es
sential content of most "sniffing s c e n e s O n  the contrary, 
just the motion (gesture) of sniffing is already an optical 
expression, (behaviour) value of almost always much greater 
intensity and urgency than is due to smell itself - after all 
it is a sign of social initiative, a kind of intervention into 
the sphere of the partner* In his turn, the one sniffed at re
acts again to this intervention with behaviour, in the effect 
of which non-olfactory components ..play the greatest part* In 
this way, olfactory expression is built into superposed "scenes", 
and these again are built into much more complex occurrences 
of social relationship*

The most important forms of olfactory checking by wolves
is described in short in the following; they must be considered

• >

by us as indices of olfactory behaviour structures.

A peaceful mood, without tension, is a. prerequisite 
for sniffing at the neck fur* at the nose, the sides of the 
head and at the angle between the lies. All these forms of ol
factory checking are of very subordinate social importance*

When sniffing at the sides of the neck, the-tip of the 
nose is pushed into the hair and onto the skin, so that it
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completely disappears in the hair. In addition, the sniffing 
one usually moves his head a very little, during which the tip 
of the nose moves around in the hair of the partner as if 

searching.
On occasion, sniffing at the nose tip and at the sides 

of the head can be observed between friendly males, and between 
males and females before mating time (figs, *4-8 and 50). In the 
latter case, It is an insignificant component part of the very 
complex preambles to the formation of couples.

It seems to me to be probable that the' sniffing at the • 
angle between the lips (fig. 1 ) constitutes a manner of behavi
our which, orientates the wolf whether his partner has recently 
ingested food. If this is right, then the smell verified would .
not be "of endogenous expression", and in this connection it . (92-
could not be considered expression structure. Frequently, after 
some time, the one being sniffed at "withdraws by means of an 
upward movement of the head.

In this connection let us also mention that - when In 
a peaceful mood - wolves are quite generally interested in any 
fairly large foreign bodies in the pelt of their pack companions. 
Bone splinters, pieces of dirt, sticking hairs, etc., are very 
evidently first discovered optically, and then investigated with, 
the nose. In a similar manner, "among friends", bite wounds are
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1)

also observed, checked and frequently licked.

The actua1 olfactory centre of the wolf is the anal 
region. With the exception of the head, this is also the most 
important cdntre of optical expression ("Ausdruck"). Expression 
and checking of the anal region are of great multiplicity and 
of extraordinary expressional (or: behavioural; Trnsltr.) value. 
Also - with only one exception - the olfactory communications 
system is far below the optical-acoustical one in sociâ . im
portance (or: significance; Trnsltr.). It is, as It were, over
grown (or: stifled; Trnsltr.) by the more complex, psychically 
higher behavioural values (or: expressional values; Trnsltr.).

Without excessively simplifying the situation, one can 

state that both presenting the anal region - olfaetorily and 
optically - as well as checking it constitute social privi1eg_es. 
Among the females, this checking can be observed only very rarely
and presenting only 'during the winter. Withdrawal of the anal
region from checking on the one hand, and a lack oi 11 insjpection 
initiative" on the other hand characterize the. low-ranking males,

1) In the course of the observations, the genitals and the anus 
primarily turned out to be olfaetorily effective organs of the 
anal region, and more infrequently the upper side at the root of

function.
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and. further during the pack- and rutting times the low-ranking 
female wolves, and outside of that, more or less pronounced, 

all female wolves.

Withdrawal of the anal region occurs by means of curving 
the hindquarters downward, bending the rear legs and "pulling in" 
of the tail (fig. 2), and under certain circumstances in addition 
by means of sideways turning away of the hindquarters. In ad
dition to these movements, in the case of strained relations, 
there can be defence, or defensive attack (fig. 3 ). If» on the 
other hand, a peaceful, "erotically" coloured mood obtains, then 
whatever is shy and rejecting in the behaviour of the lower- 
ranking one tends to disappear. Either there now originates a 
gesture of passive acquiescence (passive submission)(see also 
figs. and 5 ), or specific playful activity - sidewise turning 
of the hindquarters and of the lowered tail, snout-jerking up
ward, slight hopping movements - show positive participation 
and initiative (active submission, fig. 6). What was described 
here, for the sake of brevity, as characteristics of low-ranking 
wolves, applies to a certain extent also to high-ranking females 

during the summer.

The counterpart of withdrawing the anal region, presen
ting it, is only to be observed - as already mentioned - in

/"'m high-ranking wolves, and further in females almost only during
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the pack and rutting time.
Not only the females, but also the males of the wolf 

packs observed by me sniffed at each other rather infrequently 
at the anal region. This applies also to jointly kept male 
dogs. This form of olfactory inspection appears to be greatly 
reduced, when permanently living together, as compared to what 
we are accustomed to see when individually kept domesticated 

dogs meet.

Males - domestic dogs too - generally take this snif
fing at their genitals fairly calmly (or: with equanimity; Trnsltr.) 
the social significance of inspecting the anus is much more 
pronounced. This is actually a very effective expression of 
social initiative. Unsure ones react immediately by withdrawing 
the anal region, the high-ranking wolf on the other hand is 
characterized by "unashamed" exhibitionism and inspection ac

tivity of his own, (fig. 7)«

While presenting and withdrawing among males have direct
ly only social significance, for females this is inseparably 
tied in With sexual functions: females present only during the 
more advance d rutting time, and even then so to speak only, 
when they have secured for themselves the top position in their 
order of rank. The alpha-she-wolf In heat (fig. 8) moves with 
her tail raised, in a springy "dance step" and "tenderly"
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vhimpering or ’’singing”. In addition, her genitals carry out 
slow, minute, undulating movements in a vertical direction. 
Exceptionally, also a suppressed female could be observed during 
rutting time, how in the immediate presence of a male she would 
free her genitals, by means of holding sideways the tail, which- 
in accordance with her rank- would be curved downward (fig. 9)«

The genital smell of the female wolf in heat - that of 
the female dog too - is extraordinarily effective on initiative- 
taking males. The actual putting-into-operation of this olfac
tory rutting expression -is the most important social privilege 
of the alpha-she-wolf; not only "exhibiting” the anal region 
belongs to this, but also (the) squirt-wise urinating (urine 
ceremonial). It is the privilege of the male lead-wolf, on (9^
the other hand, to demonstratively reciprocate this expression 
(or: behaviour; Trnsltr.), i.e. the smelling and licking at geni
tals and urine of the female.

According to all that is known concerning the urine cere
monial of the free-living wolf, and concerning.this phenomenon 
in domestic dogs (SARRIS & UEXKUELL, 1931), and what I myself 
waa able to determine concerning captured wolves and concerning 
domestic dogs, the squlrtwise urinating by the male fulfils 
several different functions. It is not only an olfactory expres-

/'"N sion phenomenon, but also a "gesture", i.e. it has optical
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8xppGssi.on3.T. (opi behavioural; Trnsltr. ) eiiecbo .its xutncbion 

varies between:
territory-marking (with the free-living wolf during the summer 

and with the individually-kept domestic dog the whole 

year through);
"establishing acquaintance" (as above);
formation of couples and introduction to mating (with the 

wolf in the winter);
"legitimation" of the lead-wolf (permanent with captured wol

ves kept in packs, most clearly in the winter; probably 
also with free-living wolves during the winter. This 
function can also be recognized in the domestic dog.)

For both sexes it can be clearly established, that simultaneous

ly with the social side of the various forms of anal expression, 
the optical function is also always in the foreground.

Thorough treatment of sexual behaviour and urinating 
ceremonial has been envisaged for a continuation o~ tnese be

haviour studies - II - o

For the wolf, the fact that the optical expression is 
suoerimposed on olfactory expression, and the c_i_oss connection 
of the former with the social sphere, and further the e_.-i.ect of 
inspection (checking) as a gesture with (optical; expressional 
function, and finally the greater intensity of expression 01
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inspecti.on of the anus as compared to inspection of the genitals 
among males, are typical features of the phenomenon designated 
with "anal expression" (or: anal behaviour, Analausdruck; Trnsltr.). 
Repeatedly I had opportunity to observe the corresponding be
haviour phenomena in smaller canides (jackal, fox, raccoon dog), 
further beasts of prey (primarily felidae and bears), and finally 
numerous other mammals as well. I gained the impression, that 
for the wolf the situation differs from that of other beasts of 
prey in a way and manner, which is most closely connected with 
the high development of the social life of the wolf. In the fol
lowing simplified comparison it is attempted to formulate these 
ideas more precisely.

Normal case for various socially more primitive beasts of prey 
(="primary stage").

The olfactory anal expression of the female serves pro
pagation only; presenting and withdrawing the anal region are 
not behaviour (or: expression; Trnsltr.) values as such, i.e. 
they are without any optical behavioural (or: expressional; Tr») 
function.

The urine ceremonial is practiced by the males - as opposed 
'co the females - the whole year through. As a purely olfactory 
expression phenomenon, it is of importance for the division of 
space (marking of territories). - During rutting time too, this

../29



function appears to be the only one, or at least the predomi
nant one, though the latter entails a noticeable increase in
the urinating activities of the males*

The case of wolf and domestic dog 
(s "secondary stage")

The - actually female - motions of presenting and with
drawing the anal region become optically effective expressional 
gestures of predominantly social significance, and as part of 
the ceremony of social contacts they also enter into the expres
sional framework of the males. .Anal inspection similarly becomes 
an important social form of expression, which is effective as a 
gesture.

What was stated about the presenting applies to the 
urinating ceremony as well: during pack time, squirt-wise uri
nating is of great social significance as an optically effective 
gesture: it is characteristic of the lead-wolf or of the. alpha- 
she-wolf respectively. Apart from that, the urinating ceremonial 
by the female is conservative though; it retains its important 
part in couple formation and mating. The urinating ceremonial 
by the male, on the other hand, serves only during the solitary 
or family phase of territory marking. Otherwise it serves the 
formation of couples and social differentiation, as a phenomenon 
of predominantly optical expressional value.
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Insight into the phenomenon of anal expression, so im
portant for mammals5 and into the specifics of its forms among
wolves, could be increased by means of thorough comparative-

same
psychological research - of approximately the^nature as that 
carried out by ANTONIUS (1937) on the phenomenon of the "look 
when in heat" (Rossigkeitsgesicht") of the solipeds.

B. OPTICAL BEHAVIOUR STRUCTURES ^

The optical behaviour (or also: expression;Trnsltr.) 
structures can be much more easily grasped by us than the ol
factory peripheral ones, and can also, to a great extent, be 
observed by us ourselves. They generally become effective by 
means of particu^a.r presentation movements, together with which 
they constitute a functional unit. Characteristically, they 
are most pronounced when the wolves are in their winter coat,

1 ) 1  can omit an isolated description of the acoustical behaviour 
of the wolf, on the one hand since detailed compilations concer
ning this can be found in SCHMID (1933, pp. 25 and 56) and KENZEL 
(1937, p. 33)(in the case of SCHMID under the tricky title of 
"speech".'), and on the other hand since the majority of sounds 
made by the wolf occurs, as "accompaniment" of directed acts of 
expression. In connection with the latter, we shall also mention 
some sound expressions below.
2) (from next page) YOUNG & GOLDMAN (19^, pp. 389 ft.) distinguish 
two species of American wolf: Canls lupus, the grey wolf found 
over almost the whole northern world, also Just called wolf, and 
'Canis niger, the (smaller) red wolf frm the downstream Mississippi.
The big Basel wolves were no doubt grey wolves; but also the small 
version and the red wolf match to a great extent. It was not pos
sible, unfortunately, to determine the origin of the Basel wolves.
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and are available in full bloom for the winterly social and 

sexual period.

As figures 10 and 11 are intended to show, shape and
colouring of the body surfaces were quite different in the
two - already mentioned - species of wolves, which were kept 

P ^in Basel. The bigger kind showed the more pronounced suriace 
shapes - characteristically its social behaviour was also more 
meaningful. Compared to these, the human observer experienced 
the looks of the smaller species as masked-like. The keeper 
considered the latter more malicious and dangerous, in spite 
of the fact that they behaved much more shyly. In addition to 
their unfriendly demeanor and their constant striving to get 
under optical cover, the relative poverty of expression, the 
"closedness” of their wolf faces led to this view (fig. 11b).

In the following I restrict.myself in the main to sket
ching the most noticeable optically effective non-directed be
haviour (or: expression occurrences; Trnsltr.) and peripheral 
structures of the large species, (or: race; Trnsltr.).

The most important optical - and acoustical- centre of 
expression of the wolf is the head. The interaction of the 
colouring of the face and the function of the facial muscles, 
as well as finally the activities of eye, ear and nose make

'O'
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pulling back of the nose, lips,eyes, forehead and ears into 
the bearers of extremely important and variable expression 
phenomena. It is very difficult to grasp them, as veil as to 
picture them. Here, we can only be concerned with singling out 
a few cases from among the great series of possibilities of 
expression. At the sane time I shall attempt to make clear the
most important elements of expression by way of the face.

Snarling (literally: tooth-flashing5 Trnsltr.) is part
of threatening in attack and in defence. (It is mentioned again
in IV. B as a ritualized motion of intent to bite). Its charac
teristics are shortening of the bridge of the nose, folding of 
the skin there and raising of the lips, so that they let the 
front teeth (incisors, eye-teeth and'forward false molars) 
become visible.

With uncertainty in social contacts, and particularly 
when a socially far superior animal threatens to attack, and 
when softly and "sadly” whining, the mouth xngxns^are pulled back.

While snarling, the mouth can be opened more or less wide. 
An increase in the angle of opening indicates an increase in 
the intensity of the inclination to fight.

The characteristic thing for the wolf now is, that the
three elementary processes described, of the nose-mouth region, •

Vooccur in the most greatly varying extents, and with very (97
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numerous possibilities of combinations. Some of these are pic
tured in figures 12 - 19.

An extraordinary part in the overall expression of the 
face is played by the region of eyes and forehead. In addition 
to many subordinate phenomena, there are two main directions 
of pull constituting the forehead fields

1 ) the contraction of the forehead toward the middle of the head 
and the root of the nose. Because of this, the forehead ap
pears to be protruding (or also-; stuffed, padded; Trnsltr. ) 
particularly 0ver the eyes. This configuration of the fore
head belongs to the expression of threatening, particularly 
readiness to fight.

2) "stretching out" (or: "pulling apart"; Trnsltr.) of the fore
head in the direction of corners of the eye - lower side of
ears - sides of the neck. Because of this "pull" the fore
head becomes smooth, the brows disappear, the eyes become 
slit-shaped. This occurrence is noticeable in all forms of 

uncertainty or submissiveness - in case of "fear of enemy", 
inferiority behaviour, passive and active submission.

The eyes themselves as well no doubt play an important 
part in the expression. For technical reasons though, it was not 
possible for me to pay particular attention to the pupil reactions. 
Apart from this, it is particularly the certainty or uncertainty



of their look, which is of great expressional value. High rank 
is matched with a "sure of his aim" look. This activity of the 
eye belongs already among the framework of directed behaviour, 
and as such it is mentioned again later. Possibilities in eye- 
forehead expressions are pictured in figs. 20 - 2%

These last-mentioned sketches also make it particularly 
clear, that the position of the ears is coupled with the expres
sion of the forehead. Ears which are directed forward indicate 
social initiative, those which have been pulled back or possibly 
have been folded backward up against the head, indicate all pos
sibilities of uncertainty - suppression in social altercations, 
submission, fear of enemies-; when in a fighting mood the ear 
openings are fmqusnkXy turned outward somewhat, and when ready 
for defence from an enemy (keeper), the ear muscles are lowered 

sideways.

The behaviour phenomena outlined thus far result in 
the facial expression. Here we cannot go into the various varia
tions and combinations of the individual facial characteristics. 
However, so as not to completely pass over the facial expression 
as a whole, I have attempted, in figs. 26 a to h, to represent 
at least b greatly different possibilities, reduced d o  the 
"caricature elements".
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Naturally, the facial expression is not an isolated, 
independent unit of behaviour (or: "expression'1, Trhsltr. ). It 
is built into overall behaviour. This is evident most strikingly 
from the relationship between position of ears and attitude of 
the head. In the manner of holding the head - exactly as in the 
manner of looking - an important part is played by the orientation 
toward the social partner; the direction has superior importance 
(or: significance; Trnsltr.) for these behaviour phenomena.
This proves that the attitude of the head belongs to the stratum 
of directed behaviour acts, which as superposed ways of behaviour 
take in non-directed behaviour processes and peripheral structurxes.

Concerning the schematic representation of ~ome possi
bilities in attitude of head and position of ears in figs. 27  

(a to h), it should be noted expressly that these coxnstitute ar
bitrarily limited sections from the overall attitude of the body 
(compare also figs. 33 to 38.'), and that the latter once again 
is only one "slice" in time out of directed actions, but a "slice" 
though, which for reason of a particular characteristic of the 
dynamics - namely the "accumulation" of the flow of movement 
into a shape or "attitude" respectively - stands out from the 
"actual" actions.

As peripheral optical expression structures of the rump 
we must mention first of all colouring and build of the pelt at 
the back. Because of the*black colouration of the bristle hair
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tips (in the large race), the milky to bright-brown nasic colour
ation at the back appears to be having a blackish cast:. Depending 
on the local hair length, the shading effect: varies, and is 
greatly affected by the activity of the hair bristling muscles 
and by the attitude of the body. The hairs on shoulder and croup 
are longer than those at the middle, of the back. If now, in 
battle excitement, or when impressing (another wolf; Trnsltr.) 
phenomena which do not occur when depressed or afraid - the back 
hairs are bristled, then a very remarkable back line originates. 

(Figs. 28a and b).

• We have already come to know the anal region as a very 
important centre of expression, and we were able to establish 
that its -no doubt more primitive - olfactory expression function 
has been overgrown, as it were, by the - higher - optical one.

Most dynamic in an optical respect is the cai (compare 

MENZEL, 1937, p. 30). its function in covering up or placing-on- 
view respectively of the olfactory-optical "anal iace!I and its 
significance in sexual and social respect were already mentioned 
(figs. 29 a and b). In this way we'became acquainted with the 
limits of the possible variations with regard to the attitude of 
the tail, or "tail height" respectively; in between holding 10 

up high and pulling it in, the most greatly varying intermediate • 

stages can be observed.

- 3 6 -
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In situations without social stress (e.g. drinking, 
observing outward), the wolf who is sure of himself does not 
carry his tail high but either raised at the root and hanging 
down loosely from there (fig. 30 f), or hanging from the base 
and forming a concave curve upward in the secon_d half (fig. 30 d). 
In social’ altercations, on the other hand, in friendly scenes 
as well, the superior one is distinguished by the fact that he 
carries his tail high. The share of the tail too shows certain 
differences governed by mood. When threatening e. g., it can be 
designated plainly as "jagged'1. Fig. 30 represents some cases 

of tail attitudes and shapes.
1) As differences from the wolf, two things are striking in many 

breeds of domestic dog:
1. the forming of tails which are curled upward; .
2. the very frequent high carrying of curled tails as well as of 

wolflike ones, from the tail root.
These differences are not generally to be considered purely external 
organic formations. For the high carriage of the tail base parti
cularly, central factors - perhaps endocrinological, but certainly 
also psychologically accessible ones - should much more frequently 
play the main role. As far as I know, all domestic dogs press 
* their tail down - at least at the root - when in fear of an enemy 
an when strongly inhibited socially, and it further hangs down loose 
ly when in a depressed mood as a result of social failure.

The rarity of experiences with enemies and of far-reaching 
social suppression when in the care of man can most probably be 
considered*part of that which surrounds the aforementioned pheno
mena. No doubt, however, their constitution is also of great 
significance. As proof of this, we can mention various breeds 
of greyhound: even if being kept under the best of conditions, 
many greyhounds are' inclined to pull in their tail, and probably 
this phenomenon is to be considered in connection with consti
tutional psychic properties (social sensitivity, inclination 
toward social passivity).
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Now, among wolves as well as among domestic dogs, 
there are sidewise-deflecting and circular tail movements.
Plentiful sidewise tailswinging ("wagging") with fluid movements 
indicates friendly relationships for any level of rank or tail 
respectively* Wolves of low rank often carry through on these 
swingings with their whole aft body, with their tail slightly 
pulled in. With great liveliness and a playful mood, this friend
ly wagging can become tail-circling.

A very short and quick sidewise wagging of the extended 
tail, or with the end of.the lowered tail, occasionally occurs 
when in a fighting mood; in its latter form particularly, it 
reminds one of the tail movements of fox and cat (fig. 3D.

When wolves of the highest rank meet, the vertically (100 
placed tail is sometimes in quivering motion. This "tension 
quivering" gives an impression of being loaded with energy, 
and is actually too the expression of the highest social potency.

Finally, during feint attacks, which consist of thrus
ting past with grunting and with threats to-bite, a kind of 
beating with the tail toward the side of the one being attacked 
is not infrequent (fig. 32). This movement has similarity to the 
"balancing or control movements" which can be seen in dogs and 
wolves at the moment of sudden deviation from their direction 
of movement. We shall leave undecided, whether the aforementioned 
tail-beating could be derived from these tail movements as a
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"rituaiized" (see IV, 3) introduction to direct attack.

So as to somewhat graphically present the interrelation

ship of the optical behaviour elements discussed up to now, the 
sketches in figs. 33 to 38 show the position of the ears, the 
attitude of the head, and the line formed by back and tail, in 
combination. Here it becomes immediately clear, that all these 
are only poster-like elements of the overall bodily attitude.
This itself, however, is directed, is related to a social partner 

or to a thing in the surrounding world - as applies generally 
to the higher, more comprising behaviour oi one won. of
this, already the momentary aspect of the total expression is 
given the nature of "presenting oneself" (or: acting out oneself 
Trnsltr.), and this characteristic becomes particularly empnatic 
when one considers the scenes of the social ceremonials with regard 
to their course in time, and their whole manner of life in general 

in its social context.

We must expressly maintain once again, that the elemen

tary optical expression of the wolf does not have available 
as one might perhaps assume on the basis of the very limioed 
selection of sketches - a definite number of clearly isolated 
possibilities of form, but a plainly unlimited abundance o_ 

nuances, transitions and combinations.
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IV. D I R S C T I P  3 5 M A V I  O U R

A. ADAPTATION OF DIRECTED EXPRESSION

J

We have already touched, on occasion, on the directed 
behaviour as the highest, most comprehensive level of expression 
phenomena. These are movements, in which the "animal personality" 
is undividedly participating, centrally and externally observable 
- nob just to a great extent autonomous reaction mechanisms and 
limited groups of organs of the body surface.

(101
The whole area of directed expression by the wolf 

is very many-sided and hard to pin down. Definition succeeds 
relatively most easily for certain movement occurrences which 
are distinguished for reason of being .a more or less compact 
whole, and the form of which has become more or less established.
It would hardly be right to designate them "instinctive actions11 
in the sense of LORENZ (1935, 1937 a and b); their overall manner 
of occurrence as well as their being provided with subordinate 
expression phenomena is much too blurred, i.e. there are too many 
variations. (As was already indicated in the introduction, at 
the trigger concept, conditions are very much simpler in the 
area of research preferred by LORENZ, which is birds, and very 
much clearer than for the mammals.)

Obviously, the indefiniteness of the directed expression
*
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behaviour of tho wolf is nothing but its many-sided orientation
  with regard to direction, Quality and intensify — towcird cne

changing social situation.

By means of its behaviour (literally: expression actions; 
Trnsltr.) the wolf actively scans its social partner - or its 
reactions fespoobively — and in this manner it experiences tne 
limits of its own freedom with regard to social behaviour.

This orienting oneself"toward the partner can be esta
blished oarticuT arly cleany in all altercations concerning ram*, 

and rights.
Adaptation of the socially significant behaviour to the 

social situation goes so far under certain circumstances, that 
one cannot delimit any manner of behaviour or gestures which oc
cur with even a certain amount of constancy and exclusivity. 
Naturally5 every element of the movements is "really wolf-like" 
and the overall occurrence is not at all only "orientation reaction'

If we compare these findings with what has become known 
concerning fishes, reptiles and birds, then we get the impression 
that the social control over or configuration of the behaviour 
of the wolf means at the same time that the instinctive processes 
"have been dissolved and replaced". With that — it seems oo me — 
t&e true nature of this — and perhaps of all — "nigner" moc.es 01 

behaviour is indicated; they are directed by a higher, i.e. more

..A2
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adaptable psychic organisation. The behaviour is not just trig
gered by !!code stimuli", then to take place in accordance with 
rigid innate laws, but it is constantly and actively adapted 
to the situation of the moment - within the framework of innate 
possibilities, of course. (Let us forgo the ambiguous expression 
"intelligent action).

It is to be assumed, that the highly developed psychic 
"apparatus" of kkac adaptation of the wolf comes into action not 
only in his social life, but that quite generally it decisively 
increases the life proficiency of individual and species.

In the now following description of the more important 
phenomena of directed expression we shall, consequently, never 
be dealing with established (or: already laid down; Trnsltr.) 
courses of behaviour. It is true that among the wolves too there 
are some few modes of behaviour which are poorer in variations; 
but they are of little significance socially, i.e. their expres
sion function is very much subordinate, and they give the impres
sion of rudiments. As examples we mention: scratching after urin
ating, circling before lying down in cold weather. Their counter
part are the quickly changing, predominantly optically-acoustically 
effective expression acts of the close life together, which will 
occupy us first of all. Here, the behaviour forms have not been 
laid down in detail; and still, in certain situations we can de
termine time and again movements which distinguish themselves

. .  A 3
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by a certain similarity or relationship of form, dynamics ana

subordinate expression.
Probably one approaches reality most closely, wnen one

speaks of "moods" and of "form., groups" belonging to them.
We now turn our attention to these form groups of ex

pression, and to the characteristic form relationships which 
exist among these and other modes of behaviour of the species.

FQPU rranTTPS OF DIRECTED SjgHESSIQli

The pure embodiment, so to say, of the orientation process 

with expressive function is found in the receptive behaviour, 

first of all in the look, but then too in the sn^X-lIL^ and in 
a certain sense also in the listen!ng. We have already come to 
know smelling and looking as checking, (or: inspection, control; 
Trnsltr. ), as intervention in the sphere of the social partner 
and as a social privilege. In general, the look of the subordi
nate one is unsure and avoids that of the higBr-rankmg one, 
its ears are 'laid back, in "give-up position", it does not dare 
undertake olfactory-optical inspection of the'anal region of its 
partner. In the presence of a superior male, weaker ones ao not 
have the right to inspect the genital parts of a female either.

Any persistent, intrusive inspection, particularly by 
way of looking, brings about inhibition (or: suppression, restrain
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Trnsltr.) in low-ranking wolves (fig. 39)? but with slight dif
ference in rank, on the other hand, it is rejected under "protest” 

(fig. *f0).
The sense recording every inspection activity of the 

partner is the eye• checking on social behaviour itself is optical. 
Here it becomes clear once again, to which extent also, with the 
macrosmatic wolf the higher optical expression is prevalent in 
social life. Dealings between man and dog are a relatively easily 
verified confirmation of this.

Freedom and inhibition of activity of the senses can be 
observed in any mood. The activity of the sense organs is there
fore not to be considered a form group. This, on the other hand, 
applies to the most greatly varying forms of actions.

Instances of taking action are partly combat actions 
reduced to their intention-motions, and partly combat actions 
distorted into gestures, which vary in the most greatly different 
manner, but first of all show definite characteristics of the 
.motions gone through, in accordance with social rank. In general, 
actions by the superior ones are distinguished by the predominance 

postures - positions of introducing attack, and consequently 
"threatening positions"- while in the suppressed ones quick motion 
sequences, especially biting gestures - "snapping" - are more 
frequent. In high-ranking ones, hair-bristling and greatly variable
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sounds form the accompaniment to the gestures. Either one occurs 
so-to-say never in low-ranking ones, what does occur is a short 
shrill sound of pain or fear, when they do not dare to offer any 
opposition to a superior attacker who suddenly fails upon them. 
Actions, however, do not always move along this low level of 
energy, all possible transitions up to actual comoao can oe lounc. 
First of all, in addition to a threatening position and snapping 
there are also .jumping toward, pushing against (or also "counter
thrust; Trnsltr.), "ringing" (perhaps "circling is meant; Trnsltr.) 
and actual biting. A description of these latter phenomena can be 
satisfactory only, when the interaction of the performances of. 
the wolves participating is brought out in full.

This kind of consideration is to find application in 

the envisaged continuation of this work - II.
To avoid repetition, for the time being only the "threaten 

to bite - position", the "defensive snapping" and the "threat of 

sudden attack" are to* be outlined.

The "threaten to bite - position" is a preparation to 
biting, which has been "ritualized" (TINBERGEIT, 19̂ +0) into an 
impressive grimace. As far as the superior wolf is concerned, 
the body is in overawing or threatening posture; tension-quivering 
of the raised tail, and possibly also of the stiffly stretched 
legs, as well as bristlin g of the back hairs reinforce the threat
ening character. The look is fixed, the ears are erected and
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turned somewhat outward. The central point of this expression 
(or: behaviour; Trnsltr.), however, is the snarling (litt.: tooth- 
flashing; Trnsltr.). It is, - only in high-ranking ones - (ICh

accompanied by a continuous resentful growling, which frequently 
varies slightly in tira bre because of rhythmic projection (pro
trusion) of. the tongue between the teeth. For high-ranking ones, 
the overall behaviour actually gives the impression of the great

est readiness to explode (fig. -̂1 )•

In the bodily attitude alone, slight inferiority can be 
recognized by the curving of the back and the rearward tendency 
of the head; in addition, however, also by the curving downward 
of the tail while Its root is raised, by the laying back of the

ears, and by the unsure look.
— With the exception of the snarling  ̂tooth—-lasnxn^, > — 

strongly inferior ones 7i.ack the characteristics o- tnreatening, 
they bend their legs, they duck, they already curve the tail root 
down ("pulling in", compare fig. 2 ), do not bristle their back 
hairs and do not growl. The threatening attitude has been replaced 
by a purely defensive attitude, and the "puxiing oneseli up o 

a "making oneself smaller".

‘jhe less the wolf Is up to the situation, one mo~e c^u- 
'sequently the defensive character dominates over one threatening 
character, the more quickly and frequently the "ready-position"
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is followed by th0”explo3ion”, and the less effective the latter
turns out to be.

Its basis is the motion of really biting. Actual biting 
though occurs only in the case of very great battle excitement 
and then always only by the initiative-taking one. Much more 
frequent is an idle snapping motion. With this, there belongs 
always a defensive component, sometimes more in the sense of 
protest or indignation, sometimes more of self-defence. I there
fore designate this gesture with ’’defensive snapping11.

_i during this action a wolf growls and bristles his hair- 
then his defensive snapping has a protesting character; if the 
former does not apply, then his snapping too is purely defensive.

Protest-snapping is accompanied by very sharp barking - • 
combat barking - . The preceding threatening to bite seems to be 
•she more intense and the snapping motion is carried out the closer 
oo tne body of the opponent, the more sure of himself the wolf 
feels with regard to his rival.

lhe deiensivg_. s_na.pping of the far inferior ones take place 
without barking; instead, the jaws bang together with a loud snap 
Fig. at c.). This gesture is already executed at great distance 
rap so appr. 10 meters) and in quick repetition. Compared to the 
p..ouest-snapping, tne precise direction is missing here. This 
comparison shows, chat the property_of being directed shows
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intensify stages, and that - for the wolf at least - the inten
sity of the expression (or; of the behaviour; Trnsitr.) is de
pendent on this.

Under special circumstances, and particularly to sup
press the weakest ones, more rarely the subjected former rivals, 
a posture of readiness to jump - the “threat of sudden attack" - 
can axso be observed as a threatening position in high—ranking 
wolves. This frequently has the nature of an ambushing position 
under (optical) cover - and on occasion this actually leads to 
an unexpected sudaen attack — , but frequently the posture is 
also assumed quite.openly as an actual threatening attitude, 
and it very evidently makes low-ranking ones afraid (figs. ^2 - Mf). 
m e n  too, the threat can be followed by jumping at (the victim).

(Jumping at, ''ringing'1 and biting will be reported on 
later, as already mentioned).

That expression gestures, which must be designated 
preliminary stages of combat (action), are ."deformed" combat- 
actions, is a phenomenon which is widespread among vertebrates, 
m t n  the wolf too, the "means of deformation" are restriction, 
to the motions of intention and ritualization (TINBERGEN, 19^0).
The latter is extraordinarily rich in possibilities and also 
determines the rank characteristics of the behaviour.

..A9
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A kind of counterpart to the form group of these actions 
is formed by the "erotic11 - playfully caressing and fondling - 
expression acts (or : behaviour; Trnsltr.). As far as dynamics and 
subordinate expression are concerned, they appear as a uniform 
form group, with regard to the action forms themselves, however, 
they are of double "origin": they hail from the sexual behaviour 
and from the modes of behaviour by the infant ("suckling") toward 
the mother ("infantilisms"). This again is not a characteristic 
of the wolf only, but of a great many mammals.

That introductions to mating can be "deformed" copulation 
acts indicates the same form of formation of expression (or: 
behaviour; Trnsltr.) as we have already determined for the (pre
ceding) actions. We are dealing with a wholly different possi
bility, however, when a "deformed" sucking becomes the expression 
of sexual pfeparedness or of a friendly mood. It concerns here 
a phenomenon which is related to the ,1 ump-over-motion (TIN33RGEN, 
195-rO). Naturally, in case of a possible transposition of this term 
•to behaviour by the wolf, the special structure of its directed 
expression-aets (behaviour) must not be overlooked.

In the first place, let us mention the "riding; up" by 
the female as expression of an "erotic" mood. The female executes 
this behaviour pronouncedly playful-indeterminate, and only op- 
ppsite males which are sympathetic to her. Frequently, the motion

. ./50
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is also reduced to the Introductions (figs. 'm-5 a and b). The 
same mode of behaviour plays a quite different role in the mutual 
dealings of males and is, accordingly, characteristic of a quite 

different mood.

R. and R. KENZEL (1937) report of domestic dogs, that 
the "milk stepping11 of the pups becomes a "fondly pawing over", 
v/hich belongs with the playful-friendly approach. The same thing 
applies,to the wolf; the gesture disappears though as they grow 

older,,
Transformed sucking motions can be seen much more fre

quently, but these belong also to the gestures of "humility" 
or "active submission" as well as to the mating preliminaries.

The former occur, with the ears laid back, as licking 
of the face, soft snout-pushing against the lips of the superior 
one (figs. k6 a and b), or finally of lightly laying hold -of 
the snout of the latter, possibly while "tenderly" whining. The 
anal region of the humble one is covered up under all circum
stances, although at the same time the tip of the tail does not 
need to have been pulled in. He often "wags" sidewise with the 
whole rear of the body. This lively movement, the only slightly 
inhibited locomotion, and first of all the directed snout move
ments create the impression of a certain initiative, which has 
brought this mode of behaviour the name of "active submission".
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Naturally transitions exist between "passive” submission, 
"timidly active" submission and "obtrusively active" submission; 
these are generally present in between the most greatly varying 
forms of expression of the wolf (compare also figs. - 6 ).

The earlier described movement of the snout-pushing 
with the ears laid back is also done "idly" by low-ranking ones 
when they are being looked at by a superior one from a fairly 
great distance, with the atmosphere friendly (fig. *+7)* This is 
a similar weakening of the directed expressive action into a rela
tively indefinite gesture, to what we found in the defensive 
snapping of the. low-ranking ones*

We should mention in passing that in rare cases"tender- 
ness " gestures are also exchanged among males of equal rank ap
proximately but not of the highest rank, which gestures have a 
certain similarity to the behaviour under discussion here/ In 
so doing, the "snout tenderness" is reduced to a sniffing at 
and a rubbing of the sides of the head though; very rarely, subse
quent to this, a pushing together of- the sides of the body was 
observed, (figs. +̂8 and 5+9).

In the mating preliminaries, greatly variable forms of 
"snout tenderness" are to be seen, which belong closely together 
functionally and formally with the earlier mentioned mutual snif
fing at tip of nose and side of head, for that mat'ter (fig. 50 a).

3
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At the beginning of the pack period, forms of contact 
from head to head predominate - mutual sniffing, head-rubbing, 
snout-pushing, laying hold of the snout of the other one (fig.
50 b); during the actual rut, however, contact occurs between 
the snout of the male and the genitals of the female in the form 
of sniffing and licking (fig. 5l)» and or the male touches with 
his snout the back of the female (fig. 52). The "relationship” 
of these gestures to the "snout tenderness" as well as to the 
"riding-up" (compare fig. ^5) is unmistakable.

In addition to these forms of direct contact between 
the sex partners, there is the indirect connection v i a  the ex
crements. The change in the form of the dealings between the 
sex partners in the course of the winter may be designated as 
a change-over from oral contact to genital contact.

In the packs observed, only.when a friendly mood pre
dominated, and even then only in about one quarter of the in
dividuals - male and female - a mode of behaviour occurred, 
which can perhaps be considered (or: which is perhaps to be 
taken as; Trnsltr.) deformed suckling (infant) behaviour. It 
concerns here the - approximate - standing crosswise over the 
forward body of a reclining, resting partner (fig. 53)» On oc
casion, the reclining animal then licks the genitals of the one 
standing over it (fig. 5+)* If this does not occur, then the

- 5 2 -
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perseverance of the latter is less than in the other case.
Particularly since the "standing crosswise" could be 

observed only among very intimate individuals, I believe that 
in it we must see a deformed mode of behaviour of the pup with 
regard to the mother, namely presentation of the genitals, 
which triggers massage by the tongue of the resting mother.

We already mentioned riding-up as an introduction to 
mating and indicated that this action among males must not be 
considered an intention movement with a sexual significance.
We should add though, that among wolves too we were able to 
observe homosexual relationships, much more rarely however than 
among domestic dogs. (I was able to establish an attempt at 
homosexual activity only for two males of the small, suppressed 
race). In general, however, riding up by the males is a kind of 
demonstration of superiority. This reminds one of the. findings 
of LORENZ (1939, p. 280) concerning pair formation in fishes 
and birds according to the "labyrinth fish type". In the wolf 
though- as also among various apes, for that matter - riding-up 
is nop only an expression of superiority over the passive part
ner, but is simultaneously a demonstration of a social prerogative 
to the whole society.

n  Phe gesture is addressed predominantly to the one 
being ridden, then it is often connected with "symbolic" biting

• • /5V
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in the neck (fig. 5 5); frequently it also remains at the stage 
of intention movement (fig. 56)* la contrast to this, a scene 
was sketched in fig. 5 7, in which the riding wolf shows his teeth 
to the actual addressee, over the back of the one being ridden.

Let us also bring back to mind once again, as trans
formed forms of originally sexual activity, which became expres
sion gestures with social significance, anal•inspection and anal 
presentation or withdrawal respectively.

All these acts of expression are in no case closedly 
occurring, precisely established sequence forms. Via research 
on apes, WOERNER (19^0) arrives at the opinion, that excitement, 
behaviour and understanding belong in a wide-reaching, solid 
framework, which shows considerable room for free play in addi
tion to solid traits based on innate disposition. In the area of

*

free play, secondary consolidations can result, determined by
internal and external factors0 This statement concerning the lack

/of definitionof the behaviour phenomena among certain apes Is/
very valuable.

WOERNER now sees though in the form elements of the 
behaviour innate capacities which remain closed to further under
standing- up to the physiognomical-dynamic similarity to emotion. 
He also does recognize their numerical limitation and the variable 
occurrence of some of them in plastic positions of the behaviour

-  5 b -
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sequences, but apparently the fact escapes him, that the behaviour 
forms are to be approached at all as modification products or 
"deformation products" respectively of modes of behaviour without 
expressive function - motions out of combat, out of the sexual 
behaviour, from the taking in of food by the sucklings, etc.
Kinds of distortion (or: deformation; Trnsltr. ) already mentioned 

were:
a) restriction to movement components with intentional character;
b) ritualization, i.e. shaping (by subordinate behaviour pheno

mena) in the sense of poster-like impressiveness.

These behaviour values now can be either:
A. Preliminary stages of the "original acts", or on the other hand
B. Can occur as jump-over-phenomena in a wholly different functional

context. (We shall leave undecided, whether TTNBSHGErl1 s ex
pression of the "allochthonously excited movementwould have

' to be modified for the wolf).

The expression gestures and actions enumerated so far 
will now also be compiled in a table, which will also list "origin" 
and function. It concerns hero an indication of the function in 
a causal-analytical quite insufficient sense. In accordance with 
the general behaviour structure of the wolf, however, it is also 
hardly possible to indicate the effect of a behaviour phenomenon
in the sense of something being triggered. As already mentioned,
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actual behaviour is governed'by a very complex social situation; 
and within this again, not only do numbers of individuals play 

a part, but "personality values" in a decisive manner.

We can see from the following table, that propagation 
employs a branched behaviour system as control, to which belong 
autochthonously and allochthonously excited behaviour, m e  "main 
customer'1 for expressive actions,, however^ is oovlously the social 
1 ife. Even pairing and mating are subordinate to the social re
lationships and have, together with their expressive values, a 
social 1y expressive function.

.It is hot an exaggerated formulation, that for the wolf 
well-nigh his whole great store of behaviour - immeasurably en
riched by way of the reduction to intention movements, the ritu-_ 
alization and manyfold possibilities of variation and combination 
- has been opened up for social expression by the (modified) 
over-,jump principle, or has expressive function in itself. May 

the presentation of behaviour phenomena thus far be assessed 
as a provisional' indication in this direction.

The research results presented here suggest the idea 
of a process with a history of development, namely the higher 
development of social life - and accordingly also enrichment of 
expression - in the evolution of the wolf. I believe that, con- , 
nected with the enrichment of expression, I can also disclose a

- 5 6 -
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tendency of "degradation" (or also:"symbolization"; compare 
ANT ONI US, 1939) °^ the individual expression actions: a sinking 
down into the higher and higher growing hierarchy of expression 
values. This is how, in my opinion, snarling (or: tooth-flashing; 
Trnsltr.), snapping motion, anal presentation and withdrawal, 
anal inspection, snout-pushing, etc., are to be evaluated; as 
originally directed actions namely, which because of the contin
uing process of expression-creating "deformation" have split 
away from their origin, and have become hardly directed gestures 
anymore, with a very generalized expression function. The super
posed expressive action would accordingly be subject to the 
change to pure "embellishment", i.e. to the subordinate building 
block of expression, and at the same time this change would mean 
specialization in and for the function of expression.

The series of form groups of directed behaviour presen
ted thus far constitutes in no way an exhaustive inventory.
Only a few of the more striking cases were brought out, primarily 
with the intention of more closely approaching the structure of 
the directed (or: aimed; Trnsltr.) behaviour of the wolf. For even 
an only somewhat comprehensive study it Is indispensable to trace 
the interplay of behaviour within the wolf world, particularly 
within his society. It is only here, that the highest level of 
expression, the actual "social actions" can really come Into play.
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This work abstained from such a presentation of the 
ceremonials in social intercourse in the widest sense; this though 
is to form the main content of the already mentioned continuation 
(II) of this behaviour study.

V. S U M M A R Y

This work is intended as preparation for and beginning 
of an ordered presentation of the observed behaviour phenomena 
of wolves in captivity.

The thing was first of all to develop the foundations 
for such order, and to find the boundaries of an area which would 
appear to be vague. On the basis of several years of observation 
of and occupation with the subject, the functional delimitation 
of behaviour (or: expression; Trnsltr. ) came to the fore as the 
most usable one: behaviour (or: expression; Trnsltr. ) as a function 
of social life.’

Taken this way, behaviour must be most closely related 
to the sociological laws typical of the species. After a sketchy 
biological survey, it is attempted therefore to functionally 
grasp the behaviour from out of the structure of the society.
It should be stressed concerning this, that the social conditions 
affect conduct in all its aspects, and that the way of life of 
every individual in itself contributes to the shaping of the 
social situation, and consequently has an expressive function.
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With the framework of behaviour staked out this far and 
wide, then the hierarchical structure of overall behaviour can
not be overseen. Opposite the superposed "social actions" partly 
resulting from the "animal personality" there stand, as the other 
extreme, phenomena which as pure "embellishment" are to be evalu
ated as for sharpening the expressive effect. A delimitation of 
these extremes, the one from the other, is impossible. Consequent
ly, reserving the designation of "behaviour" for those subordi
nate phenomena - among which closer attention was given to the 
olfactory and optical ones - is inappropriate. We are dealing 
here with a coherent hierarchy of behaviour values.

Although in this hierarchy the undirected (or: non
directed; Trnsltr.), psychologically "primitive" olfactory capa
bilities are partly of great significance (for propagation), they
have been overgrown as it were by the higher optical behaviour

♦

factors of actual social intercourse. The subordination of propa
gation below the social sphere is in harmony with this.

When penetrating into the higher levels of behaviour, 
we encounter the directed acts of expression. They manifest their 
character as actual actions first of all in this, that they 
result from involvement of the"personality" and are continually 
adapted to the social situation of the moment. They'do not at all 
have a rigid form of occurrence.
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The study of its forms shows, that these are composed 
of a limited number of species-typical "original forms". Many- 
fold capabilities of making use of these, and of combining and 
transforming them create from these basics an expression system 
(or: behaviour system; Trnsltr. } with apparently unlimited pos

sibilities of shading.
Consideration of this overall behaviourpresents the 

question concerning the history of its development. Creating 
expression (or: behaviour; Trnsltr.) belongs to a nigner devel
opment of social life. This means lirs’G of all .enrichment o_ 
behaviour by means of including more and more parts of life in 
the social sphere, and then their transformation into more ex- 
elusive behaviour phenomena. This functional speciSialization, 
also designated with "symbolization", is at the same time a 
"degradation" in the functional hierarchy of behaviour values.
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Fig. 1. Sniffing at the 
corner of the mouth. This 
form of contact has sub
ordinate social significance.

Fig. 2. Withdrawal of anal region. 
This gesture is a sign of inhibition 
and of social inferiority. When 
done intensively, locomotion is 
much inhibited. In extreme cases, 
the intestines are also emptied, 
and more rarely the bladder.
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i'ig, 3 . Withdrawal of anal region by means of turning away
the rear part of the body. Slight defensive movement 
head. (The superior wolf can be recognized from his 
inspection initiative and from his presenting of the 
anal region.

;he

Fig. b. "Passive submission". This posture is assumed particularly
by young animals and by females, by the latter before the 
beginning of the pack time in their dealings with males*
With all 
tunity: it

its passivity, the gesture has a certain impor-
occurs as "food-begging" for example*

3

Fig. 5
passive submission with indications 
of activity: activity of the sen
sing organs, raising of snout, 
prepared for locomotion.

.



Fig. 6. Preliminary stage o f ’active 
submission". (Compare figs. U-6a & b),

Fig. 7« High-ranking x^olves meet. Presentation of anal region 
and inspection activity are signs of social initiative. 
(This form of encounter is very rare among animals 
kept together).

Fig. 8. Presenting female alpha- 
wolf in heat, doing "dance step",

Fig. 9* Presenting by a suppresses 
female during the rutting 
period.
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lig. 10. a. Representative of the large race 
b.Representative of the small race
Observe the more striking figure and the greater contrast 
in the colouration of the large race.
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Fig. 11. a Face of a wolf of the large .race5 b Face of a wolf 
of the small race. Primarily for reason of their 
face5 but apart from that also because of their be
haviour 5 the small race as compared to the big one 
appears to be mask-like, with little expression and 
"impersonal".

Fig. 12. Normal expression of ' Fig. 13. Threatening - front view 
a high-ranking wolf. shows humping of nose and

brow (compare fig. 11a).
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Fig. 1*+. Threatening - snarling’ 
( "tooth-flashing"; Trnsltr. ), 
bridge of nose and brow humped. 
Security: corner of mouth not 

pulled back.
Evenness of excitement: jaws 

tightly closed.

Pig. l6. Threatening very slight 
snarling only indicated. 
Insecurity: compare fig. l.if 
Increasing excitement: mouth 
open medium.widd

Fig, 15. Threatening; snarling. 
Increasing excitement: mouth

wide open 
Slight insecurity: corner of mouth 

puiled back somewhat, brow sligh 
ly humped and ears back.

Fig* 17. Threatening slight, 
insecurity great.

'sj

rig. 18. Fearfulness.
"cry of grief" - 
s ituation.

■
Fig. 19. Enemy in sight - ears sideways 
Defence component: brows humped. 
Insecurity, suspicion: ears slightly fol
ded and backward, corner of mouth slightly.
t m l  l s d  h a g / .  • '  i
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Fig. 20. "T.eader-wolf11. His look Fig 
is secure, attitude of head and 
ears as well.

21. Wolf of medium rank. Look 
not sure and "straightforward", 
slight "pulling back" in brow 
region, ears with rearward ten
dency.

i, n^ U !  
1 ''

\
Fig. 22. Threatening. Compare Fig. 23. Fearful submissiveness,
figs. 13 & 1H. Look fixed, pupils' 
large, raised against the brows.

Fig. 2b,Headiness to fl.ee. The non
smoothed forehead (compare fig. 2 3) 
shows that social, insecurity is not 
involved here.

Fig. 25. Suspicion and 
tendency toward defence 
(similar to fig. 19).
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Fig. 26. Possibilities of facial expression in caricature form.
a & b: normal face of a high-ranking wolf; c <i d: fear
fulness; e & f; threatening; g & h: suspicion.

X
«

V

V*/

Fig. 27 
of ears 
one, 
and b);

Connection between facial expression and body posture, o 
and way the head is held, shown in some possibilities, a:

normally; b: suppressed one, normally; c: overawing
i.ctive submission (comoare

c: overa\ 
rigs. *+6a & b)

position 
high-rankir 

(compare figs. 50a
e: threatening to jump

fig,
and

G. i d U  U i V C  O UUliiXO O dUii \ ^'JLLiK/cx± j.n.50 O rv^ci u  j 5
‘(at one)(comp. figs. b-2-̂ +b-); f: forward motion in self-defence (comp

flee), 35c’); g: invitation to play (acted readiness to 
weak resistance.

h: uncertain
. . / 7 0



Fig. 28. Expression values of the line formed by the back because 
of the effects of hair colouration and bristling; a. line normal;
b. back hairs bristled.

Fig. 29. The "anal face" (also: 
a. normal posture, tail hanging 
wolf socially.

i

anal view; Trnltr. ) of.the wolf, 
down; b. anal view of the superior
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Fig. 30. On the behavioural.function of the tail, a. self-assurance 
socially; b. secure threatening; e. (with sidewise wagging) over
awing posture; d. normal position (situation without social tension) 
e. not quite secure threatening; f. normal position (similar to d> 
particuI.a.rly frequent when feeding and observing; g. deoressed 
mood; h. between threatening and defence (compare fig. 3b-b); i.(with 
sidewise wagging) active submission; k & 1. strong inhibition.

Iff
I X

Fig. 31. Wagging with tip of tail 
in fighting mood. t-g. 32. "Tail -beating" wrwnen

taking action.
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Fig* 33* Forms of friendly liveliness: s.. Overawing; b. Invitation 
to play (backward tendency: simulated readiness to flee).

V-.

Fig. 3h. Threatening positions, characterized by bristling the
back hairs and raising the root of the tail, a— secure zhreatenifig
b- insecure (or: uncertain; Trnsltr.) threatening, between threatenin 

and defence.

■ " V
j?

\

ig* 353 Defence with "pulling together" of the body, a- greatly 
nhibited defence, frequent in suppressed females; b- insistent 

defence, "defiance"; c- "snapping in self-defence".
‘ * */73
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vi cr 16 In view of the enemy, a- suspicion wich defenee^ compo- 
Lnf- h! inhibited locomotion (intent of flight) 5 c- as d, buonent; b. inhibited lo 
with observing, possibly when under cover.

s
\

tJa
V . 1

Fig. 37. Active submission (compare xigs. e-oa and

Fig. 38. Howling in chorus.

O
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Fig. 39. Inhibition of a lower-ranking wolf on being looked at. 
Observe the position of the ears and the backward tendency of the 
inhibited one.

a

x, 1 

T O

Fig. Vo. High-ranking wolf "protesting1' against optical checking.

O

i - x l

Fig. Vl. The "bite-threat-position". The wolf at left is slightly 
subordinate: backward tendency in position of head and ears, back 
curved downward, tail down.

H 5
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Fig. 1+2. Forms of threatening to attack, a- this attitude also 
occurs in play; b- threatening position assumed in the course 
of short distance altercations ~(appr. 1 meter) (Compare fig. 3)«

Fig. V3» Threat to attack, among rival female:

Fig. hli-. High-ranking male scaring lower-ranking *one by means of 
"ambushing position".
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Pig. V5. Intention movements by the female 
a- on her initiative alone, the female 
resting male. High- but not highest-ranking 
these "intimacies'’ 
the leading wolf; b- 
wise deposited urine

toward
"animates"

males
"mounting", 
a sympathetic 
mostly reject

with growling and the greatest attention toward
the leading wolf licks at the 
of the female. After scratching

us 1. s quirt;- 
& motions and

a round of springy walking, the latter is "interested" in the 
effect of her behaviour. Her movements are playful-lively and 

the same time."tender" #-\ 4— cl U

r ^ v s r .

tenderness-t-v. in the sense of i.ctive, I! submission.Fig. V6. "Snout
a- the attitude of the superior one is "severe", but still slightly 
evasive. The most active form of the "severity" occurs when the 
higher-ranking one takes hold of the snout of the subordinate one; 
b- the superior one is sooner good-natured, evasive. Correspondingly 
initiative by lower-ranking one seems to increase. All transitions 
can be found, from passive humility to "cheeky" importunity.

• */77
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Fig. 1-7. Snout-pushing as a (long) distance gesture. It is always 
connected with strong pulling back of the ears and ’pulling smootn 
of the face (compare fig. 2 3 ).

Fig. 1-8. Friendly approach 
between W o  hdgh-ranking 

males*

Fig. 1-9. Tender rubbing of 
sides among males.

Fi7. SO. "Snout tenderness" as couple building phenomenon; a- 
female shows uncertainty (tail attitude.'). Such encounters occurln 
the fall, at the time of the "phase-changing", but iUruher axso in 
winter between individual high-ranking males and suppressed cuu not 
wholly "cold-shouldered" females; b- tender activity Dy uhe lemaie, 
over—awing attitude of the male.

. . 7 7 8



Fig. 5l. The leading wolf licks the genitals of the top female 
(Compare caption of fig. 52).

Fig. 52. "Snout-shoulder-pushing" during the more narrowly defined 
rutting season. Now trotting, now walking, now licking the female's 
genitals, now snout-shoulder-pushing, the lead-wolf -possibly ac
companied by another high-ranking male - follows the female inces
santly. Interruptions are formed by the urine ceremonial and by at
tacks on rivals, male or female, more rarely also by •'‘petty jalousie 
on the side of the female.

Fig. 53. "Standing cross-wise" Fig. The lead-wolf licks the g
among intimate males. itals of the "cross-standing" fema

The initiative is pretty well take 
by both sides here.
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Fig, 55. Mounting with threat 
of neck-biting as demonstra
tion of superiority. The moun
ted one, although abashed (or 
also: overawed; Trnsltr.) will 
now react with a counterthrust 
(Both individuals growl 
strongly).

Fig, 56. Movement of intent to 
mount, among males. The slightly 
threatening attitude of the initia 
tive-taking wolf and the uncertain 
of the passive one can be clearly 
recognized.

Fig. 57. Mounting as demonstration addressed to a third party. The 
growling by the mounted one is not unequivocally directed. "Con
frontations” of up to b- males, all of which growl and snarl, are 
not infrequent* The superior one can often bd recognized from the 
precise "address” on the gestures. He is never jointly attacked, 
as long as he maintains superior behaviour.



TABLE of expressive gestures and actions, Including their origin and function_____
Origin Behaviour Function____ ____________ Remarks
1) Behaviour sequences which are preliminary stages of the original actionsj.
Biting

Jumping at

Mating

1.
2.
3.
V.

I:
7°

8.
9c

Snarling 
Opening mouth (wide) 
Snapping

Threatening 
do. 
dO.

Threatening (to bite) do. 
position
Threaten to attack do.
Incompleted jumping do.
Fixating look do.

Anal presentation 
by female
Intention movement of 
male to mount female do

Part of rutting cere
mony

2) Behaviour sequences with over-jump character: 
Food ingestion by pup

a) milk-step
b) sucking motion

(?) 

(?)

10."Fondly pawing" lust-stressed approach
11. Snout-pushing at lips Expression of devotion, 

Licking of face friendly mood and part 
Laying hold of snout of rutting ceremonial

(?)

12. Licking of genitals 
of female in heat 
(by male)

13. Licking at urine of 
female in heat
(by male) 

ik. (comp. 12) general 
anal inspection 

1J>. "Standing crosswise 
over reclining one

Part of rutting 
ceremonial
do.

Triggering position of
pup for cleaning by
mother (?)
Urinating and defecating l6. Squirting by male

in summer 
17* by male & female 

in winter
Mating (comp. 8, 9) 18. Anal presentation

(general)
19« Mounting among males

attack or defence
or defensive

For 
do.
"Protest"
character
Fully valid only in a
superior one
do.
To scare as well as defend 
The "control" look is the 
most reduced form of 
intervention 
■ About the' general behavi
our function see below,
18, 19.

In dog-man dealings, the 
human hand (foot too for 
dachshunds) often repre
sents the face in recei
ving these gestures 
at the same time social 
prerogative and conse
quently demonstration of 
rank too

Demonstrative expression 
of social initiative 
Expression of infantile- 
"erotic" mood
Territory marking and 
ge t Ling acquainted 
Part of rutting cere
monial
Expression of security 
Rank demonstration

At same time social pre
rogative (rank demonstr.) 
do.

With clearly aggressive
character



■J
(continuation of table)

20. Mounting of male by 
female

Refusal of female to • 21. Anal withdrawal
mate (general)



Expression of sex 
initiative
Expression of 
inhibition

The original function 
also retained


